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Integrating Ski Tuning into the Athlete Development Model
A GUIDE FOR COACHES, CLUBS AND PARENTS, J6 THROUGH COLLEGE: PART 1 BY DAVE PESZEK

Coach, Club, & Parent
Guide to Ski Tuning J6
thru College

Understanding the relative
importance of equipment &
ski tuning in the pyramid of
success.
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Whether you are a new family to the sport of ski racing or a seasoned
veteran, the subject of ski tuning requires nonstop effort and learning - no
different than the sport itself.
Yes, ski racing is certainly a more equipment intensive sport than most.
But not all - think for a moment of Formula 1 auto racing, Red Bull Air
Racing, or equestrian pursuits and consider yourself lucky to be a ski racing family.
That said, equipment and ski tuning are an integral part of the ski racing
pyramid, whether racers are building a foundation or reaching toward the
top. (See the illustration.) Part one of this guide aims to help you grasp this
big picture perspective as well as to identify age and class-specific needs
for ski tuning and define an age-specific tuning program for any club setting. Part two, found in the next issue, will help you define clear and successful outcomes for all regarding a club's ski tuning model.
The Big Picture Perspective
The graphic illustrates that equipment and tuning are certainly part of the
pyramid of success for athletes from J6 level through World Cup level. But
the reader should also take note of the importance of equipment and tuning
in relation to other core components such as physiological, psychological,
and tactical/technological.
In other words, yes it matters, and yes you do need to get it right, but keep
it simple, please.

Note: graphic is not meant to be scienHnc;6iJfratherillustrative
to highlight the relative importance of
the core competencies involved in successful ski racinq,

Age-Specific Equipment and Tuning Needs
Junior 6/5
Young juniors are the future of the sport, in every sense of the word. A few
may go on to glory in later life, but all will, hopefully, become avid lifelong
skiers. At this age, athletes are learning as much as about the sport itself
- how to navigate in a mountain environment,social interaction and being away from parents/siblings - as they are about skiing. Motor skills
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For turning them like Resi
Stiegler, age-specific equipment
and tuning are key.
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are unrefined, and most of their learning is
experiential and visual. Many may have recently emerged from a ski school program
where they learned group skills as well as
some sound fundamentals. Club programs
are focused on skiing these kids all over the
mountain, allowing for the coaches' visual
modelling (technique), group interaction,
and the mountain environment to shape
their future as junior ski racers.
The equipment needs at this level are rudimentary. Whether a ski is new or used
rarely matters; the same can be said for
whether it has a race graphic or not. The
finish and construction quality of skis for
kids of this age and weight is the lowest in
the industry. (But don't blame the industry
- the need to hit a price point is the market-driven goal here.) So whether you are
starting with new skis or hand-me-downs,
the difference between properly tuned and
factory-fresh is the greatest right here, at
this level. We see plenty of athletes at this
age with sound skills literally unable to turn
a severely railed, out of the wrapper, new
race graphic ski.
J6!5s should have one pair of skis, which
will help to build all-important equipment
consistency. If parents have the money for
two pairs of skis, they should donate the
money to their club to help another athlete
gets skis - that second pair will only be a
detriment.
The ski's design and flex should emphasize the athlete's ability to acquire basic
skills such as balance, stance and rough
carving movements. Keep in mind, for both

ski tuning and boot fitting reasons, that kids
at this age don't exhibit any degree of alignment, as they are like Gumby, with loose
and flexible joints. Therefore, the boot fit
should be snug but not a race fit, and the
tune should be easy to ski, with suitable
grip and carving action as a reward when
the athlete performs a movement pattern
that is fundamentally sound.
Ski maintenance is generally performed
by the ski shop and parents at this age. All
one needs to do is get the base flat (sometimes easier said than done), put a t-degree base bevel and a 2-degree side edge
bevel, and a basic, low-cost hydrocarbon
wax for glide. It's important to maintain this
tune, but remember that the low weight and
force of these athletes will not wear out the
tune as quickly as those of older athletes
will. Excepting interaction with terra firma, a
simple tune every other ski day at this level
will keep things consistent and predictable,
which is the goal.
You'll want a basic and inexpensive preformed footbed, which offers significantly
more control. (Look for the Conform'able
line of products, such as the Volcano or
Snow Flash Fit.) The most important feature of pre-formed foot-beds for kids is that
they be flexible and not excessively rigid,
especially in the arch region. The best skiers in the world work their feet within their
boots, and require loose articulation (approximately 4-6 degrees of foot eversion!
inversion) capability in the ankle - so the
goal is not to lock the foot, but simply to
give it a good foundation that will allow the
SkiR.1Ic:irlq.com
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athlete to learn to evert/invert their feet while they ski. Though there competition, requiring more specialized equipment. Often, with the
are many fine products on the market the greatest successes' have pressure created through the drastic change in equipment investbeen found with the for this purpose. Kids be evaluated by a ski ment (J6/5 to J4/3), gate time/freeski ratios become wildly skewed
to justify the parental investment. Herwig Demschar, former USST
boot professional in conjunction with their coach.
Finally, parents should a glance through their kids' goggles once a coach, said that "J3s should strive to ski like the very best ski inweek. In my experience, most are completely unusable (scratched). structors - to become true masters of the mountain." Parents,
Remember, if you can't see clearly through them, your kids can't ei- coaches, and club administrators would be well served to heed this
ther. Invest in goggles that are rubbery, not rigid, for safety reasons; advice, especially when confronted with the widespread tendency
also, be sure that the goggles you are buying can easily have the toward early specialization and too much gate time. Remember
when people thought Bode Miller & Lindsey Vonn were just great
lenses replaced - this is a great way to reduce your costs.
slalom skiers?
Athletes at this age are in adult-soled junior race boots, and should
Junior 4/3s
J4/3s are an exciting level of athletes. Their motor skills are ad- follow the same guidelines regarding footbeds. The pre-formed style
vancing rapidly, along with their coordination (though there are of- that allows for loose articulation are best for juniors with "normal"
ten coordination setbacks that happen because of rapid growth feet, which can be defined as feet with defined arch shape under
spurts), and they are capable of not only mimicking superior skiers, load, and feet that do not excessively become flat when walking or
but also accepting meaningful coaching feedback. Coaches are standing. Juniors with flat or highly pronated feet should consider
well advised to undertake a well prepared, age appropriate, mental custom footbeds produced by a skilled bootfitter with the approval
of their coach.
training program that can be built upon in future years.
Parents can begin to feel a little overwhelmed at this stage, oc- (This doesn't mean that your kids' feet and ankles should be movcasionally leading to a slight attrition of athletes during this period. ing around; it means that with coordinated strong muscular effort,
(Club directors please take note that there should be near-zero at- the foot can be powerfully inverted/everted through a small range
trition during the J4/3 years, as the challenges, primarily logistics of motion within the boot.) The boot's fit should be noticeably tighter
and costs, are ones that a well-run organization should be able to than it was as a J6/5, but still not a full blown race fit. Virtually all
foot growth throughout the season can be accommodated using
handle.)
Not surprisingly, athletes exhibit a huge range of morphology, flex- modern shell grinding and stretching techniques.
ibility, alignment, strength and power during these years. It's critical Boot brands struggle continually with producing good race boots
not to let these sudden changes, often times perceived as either for this age class, largely due to the huge range of morphology and
moving ahead or behind, define the athlete or his/her potential, foot sizes compounded by the drastically reduced need for stiffness
as everything can and will Change tomorrow. However, it is also in the forward plane (due to modern shaped skis). For the majority
critical that coaches watch carefully the effects of growth, flexibility of boot brands, cuffs are used for two shell sizes (for example, 23
and alignment, and make modifications as needed. During the J3 and 24 may share the same cuff). So half of the time, the next shell
years, a coach should be checking boot alignment and boot sole size up or down will result in a cuff change, which affects stiffness,
wear once a month for each athlete to ensure that growth changes height and size of cuff. Recently, we've seen the introduction of
short-cuff junior race boots (applicable beginning at the J3 level),
will not turn into alignment issues.
J4/3s are learning to race slalom, GS and super G in training and in which have quickly proven themselves to be a terrific product di-

rection for many. Incorporating a race lower shell and a lower cuff,
athletes are able to achieve critical ankle flexion while still driving a
boot with a modern stance and race fit.
It's important to be watchful of the boot/binding interaction at this
age, as kids may be transitioning from a junior boot sole to an adult
boot sole. Make sure that the boot and the binding are compatible.
It's not uncommon for a mid-season boot switch to occur. Coaches
need to watch for boot-binding compatibility between junior soles
and bindings that are built for juniors, adults or both. Club administrators would be well advised to develop a good boot swapping
program in order to reduce the widespread parental desire to oversize kids' ski boots.
For skis, athletes will need separate slalom, GS and possibly speed
skis. The introduction of event specific skis should correspond with
the transition from pure skill acquisition (J6/5/4) to one of a blend
between skill refinement and tactical skill acquisition (J4/3). They
don't need more than one pair of each, no matter how good you
think they are.
Regarding the speed ski, a few enterprising race specialist retailers are renting properly-prepared J3 speed skis for the two weeks
or so each season that they are actually needed, which is something for parents to consider. If you're going to go this route, get
them reserved in the fall.
It's perfectly fine for athletes at this age to use hand-me-down
skis, but the binding/plate setup needs to be consistent across all
the disciplines. That means that the total height at the toe and the
heel are identical for all skis, all disciplines - this is critical to help
the athletes build consistent movement patterns and skills. A very
few mature elite J3 girls may begin to necessarily vary their slalom
ski setup with regards to toe/heel height, or delta angle.
Refinement of skills and athlete growth will lead to the need for
alignment at this level, mostly for J3s. With a combination of boot
liners breaking down, growth, and boot sole wear, it's important
for coaches to be checking alignment monthly. Boot sole canting
may be relatively common for J3s, but should not be aggressive
and should work for all disciplines & free skiing. A little inside of the
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center seam is a good reference point.
Ski maintenance at the J4/3 level is typically handled through a combination of the parents,
retail shops, and the athletes themselves. As always, ski tuning and maintenance should
emphasize consistency; 1-degree base edge and 2-degree side are appropriate. Larger
and more mature/skilled J3s can move to 3-degree side-edge angles for slalom and GS,
but never for speed. Athletes should meet or exceed all these requirements before going to
a 3-degree side edge:
~ the athlete is physically mature
~ the athlete is skiing arc to arc in nearly all snow and pitch conditions
~ the athlete shows strong fore/aft balance and is properly aligned in well-fitted ski boots
~ the athlete is not only carving arc to arc all the time, but doinq so dynamically more than
75 percent of the time
J4/3 athletes are entering into a period of refining the basic physical skiing skills that will
continue to be refined for the rest of their ski racing lives. They are also entering a period
of acquiring new tactical and mental skills. As such, it's extremely challenging to change
tactics and timing from day to day across disciplines. Therefore, it's important that multi-day
blocks of one discipline be followed for training purposes. This takes particular forethought
from a coach's perspective.
Skis should be tuned after each day on snow at this level, with the focus on consistency.
Expensive waxes should be avoided as races at this level are won by the athlete who makes
the fewest mistakes. Overlays at this level are a parental crutch and should be prohibited at
a club, state and regional level.
Club administration needs to keep a careful eye on the tuning process and parent/athlete
involvement at this level. The goal should be to discourage the division of parents/athletes
into tuning underachievers or overachievers. Just as the athletes should strive for consistently tuned skis on a day-to-day basis, club administrators and coaches should strive for
tuning consistency across their entire J4/3 group.
Entry Level FIS, J2I1, NorAm, College
During this period, athletes are burdened with tasks and challenges that would easily fill a
48-hour day, eight days a week. Increasing demands of academics, social lives, sports and
the need for eight-pius hours of sleep - something has to give. On top of that, the equipment needs include a minimum of four pairs of skis (two slalom, two GS) to 6 pairs (two
slalom, two GS, one super G and one downhill), and the accompanying maintenance can
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Mikaela Shiffrin tests her ski tuning at the
recent Loveland NorAm.
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be overwhelming. It's at this level that professional new ski preparation can be the most beneficial to ensuring the athlete's ability
to successfully maintain a fleet of skis with anything approaching
true consistency.
It's also at this level that most athletes lose consistency, largely
due to time constraints and the introduction of the racer-trainer
concept of skis. Disregard this philosophy. Hard snow, near fulltime training, and powerful skiing will conspire to wear bases and
base edge angles, and this will be a new challenge [read: more
variables] for your junior athlete. The net result is that a trainer'
ski will be worn out and round, and a 'racer' ski will be flat and
sharp, leading to likely increase in race event DNFs. At this stage,
the number of competitions is beginning to increase, and there is
little more mentally discouraging than a string of DNFs for a highly
invested teenager.
Instead, the two pairs of identical event skis should be rotated,
allowing your son/daughter the time to properly keep them maintained (through daily tuning) and equalizing the wear. This way,
you'll get through the entire season with the highest degree of
consistency. It's not uncommon for the slalom skis to need a midseason re-grind, or even two, to ensure their base flatness.
Ski maintenance at this level is handled mostly by the athlete,
with some help from coaches. It is always advisable to have skis
initially set up by a professional technician.
As before, consistency of delta angle is critical (by discipline),
necessitating identical binding/plate set-ups. It will be relatively
common for nearly all women, and many men, to have a different
delta angle for their slalom skis. The delta angle (fore-aft balance
& stance) should be worked out with the coach, a skilled bootfiUer,
and the athlete all in unison.
During this time frame, the quality of discipline-specific training
increases, the number of competitions increases, and the volume
of training varies extensively throughout the season. It's important
not to forget the single most important thing: the quality and quantity of freeski time needs to be managed, too. With super-busy
schedules, this is unfortunately one of the first things to go - and

at an enormous price.
In the larger picture, a day (or half-day) of ripping up the mountain will still be more important than another five runs in the gates
- just ask Julia Mancuso, Olympic double medalist, who finished
third in 2010 in the World FreeSki Finals without even trying.
Regarding specific boot and ski recommendations, the brands
have detailed charts that should be followed. They're based on
the age, weight and level of competition. It's extremely important
that each athlete's boot and ski are approached on an individual
basis, however; close collaboration with the coaching staff and
brands will enable selection of products that will need to meet the
following criteria:
• legality for intended competition (high school/USSA/FIS/Nor Am)
• skiing skill appropriateness
• biological age appropriateness
Boot alignment (to include lateral as well as fore-aft) is critical, as
is proper foot support. Note that where athletes are lined up laterally post-correction will vary, largely based upon a combination of
the athlete's balance of power and hip structure. As a very broad
generalization, men will line up closer to or on boot seam, while
women more inside of boot seam (post correction).
By this age, the feet have slowed or nearly stopped growth, and
also settled in to one of the three basic foot types: flat, semi-rigid,
rigid. It's important that a footbed is matched to a foot and its mechanics - that foot bed may be anything from a quality drop-in
to a more substantial and supportive piece. The key ingredient is
that the footbed is in keeping with the foot type, and that it still allows for the key loose articulation.
For purposes of time, consistency, and quality, it is highly advisable to have a professional prepare all skis from new. In this way,
the athlete will have the greatest chance of maintaining consistency throughout the fleet of skis, and during the season.
Set up speed skis with a variable-degree base (1.5 tip/tail, 1.0
mid-section) and 2-degree side. The strongest skiers on rock-hard
snow (such as NorAm men) can go to 3 degrees on the side.
GS skis should be 3 degrees side for everyone at this level. Base-

edge angles should be variable for all disciplines, but will vary
based on the pitch and athlete's skill level. For example, a highly
skilled athlete - with perfectly dialed-in boots! - will generally be
faster with a little more base bevel on flatter terrain and less base
bevel on steeper terrain. For GS skis, I'd suggest starting with a
variable base bevel of 1.5 (tip/tail), 1.0 (taper zone), and 0.5 (under plate).
For slalom skis, start with a variable base bevel of 1.0 (tip/tail),
0.5 (taper zone), and completely flat (under plate). SL side-edge
angles should be 3 degrees for men and women at USSA/entrylevel FIS events; top-30 competitors at NorAm may want to go
out to 4 degrees side if the snow is truly rock hard (injected). Note
that 4 and 5-degree side edge angles require a side edge re-tune
between the first and second run, so you'll need every duck in a
row before you go down this road.
Even at NorAm level, the winners are still the athletes who make
the fewest mistakes, but wax can playa role, most certainly for
speed events. So you should be using expensive waxes and overlays when necessary - emphasis on when necessary. I've seen
coaches and parents put overlays on slalom skis for JOs, yet I've
never seen anything other than basic hydrocarbon wax used at
a World Cup SL race. If in doubt, consult your coach and don't
forget the mental image of the graphical chart of ski racing competencies (physical, mental, tactical and equipment/tuning skills).
Regarding wax, I advise that parents, athletes and coaches are
best served with one wax program - pick one of the three major
brands and stick with it. Everyone will learn and get better results
within your club this way.
In the next issue, we'll discuss defining a consistently focused
and executable age-specific program. SR

David «Pez» Peszek welcomes feedback

at dpeszek@gmail.com.

This article may be freely used within the ski racing community
with author credit, but may not be modified
express written consent.

without the author's
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